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the geodata market– enormous amounts of data produced 
every day

satellite images

radar images

heat images

data points

satellites

weather balloons

GPS trackers

mobile phones

data providers



the needs and the challenges
market needs challenges

how can the data
be used? 

how can geodata 
enhance existing 
business models?

how can individuals and 
machines collect, control and 

distribute geodata?
how can this 

data be 
monetized?

high infrastructure costs

complicated legal situation

technical hurdles

compatibility

automation



we all know the markets …

logistics
tracking 
fleet

agriculture
improving 
yield 

marine
monitoring 
ecosystems

video games
geodata based

E-gaming

oil & gas
exploration 

and monitoring

insurance
risk 

modelling



are we enabling all the use cases for geodata ?

as a result the geo data 
industry misses out on an 
enormous potential for a 
vast array of industries and 
use cases which already 
today represent a $ 270 
billion market*.

*source: Oxera, McKinsey

governments

and global corporations



breaking down the barriers

cloudeo is breaking down 
market barriers by 
reducing costs up to 95% 
and making
geodata available to 
developers and users –
SMEs, private individuals 
and machines.

IoT



source: Cisco

internet of things

unstoppable growth





cloudeo
store

CEVEN
tokens

cloudeo
smart

contracts

cloudeo
IoT 

geo-engine

cloudeo
smart contracts

self-executing agreements among 
network participants represented 
by CLEO  crypto-tokens

cloudeo
IoT geo-engine

an overarching interface 
that allows billions of 
devices to request, 
obtain, and use geodata

CEVEN
tokens

preferred method of 
payment for all geodata and 

geoservices related 
transactions. cloudeo tokens 

are fully suitable for 
micropayments, and they 

will be traded on crypto 
currency exchanges

cloudeo
store

one-stop shop for all kinds of 
geoservices incl. geodata, 
software, IT, and apps (e.g. 90% of 
relevant satellite imagery) 



blockchain vs. cryptocurrency

• differentiating between blockchain 
and tokens/cryptocurrency

• we first build the trusted 
relationship, automate, create 
smart contracts and the 
ecosystem, …

• … and then we can start talking 
tokens



blockchain - from centrally managed to distributed

• blockchain replaces central 
ledger through chain of 
distributed ledgers, is a secured 
way by using crypto technology

• allows direct secure transactions 
between business partners 
which do not have to know and 
trust each other… without 
trusted intermediary



why blockchain ?

• blockchain technology 
provides solutions for some of 
the fundamental issues within 
the current and future 
business models

• current technology supported 
creation of recurring services 
instead of projects, 
transaction volume $10-$100 
per transaction

• Micro transactions in the IoT 
world require new approach!
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what is a smart contract ?

• executable program allowing automated 
transactions between parties with 
immediate transfer of payments

• contractual terms are traceable and 
unforgettable due to blockchain

• possibility to capture and define the 
complexity in the geo world

• “lives” on blockchain



what is a smart contract ?

• On the Ethereum blockchain using 
solidity language to define 

• the relationship between parties 
involved 

• securely storing and tracking changes 
of the conditions defined

• defining ”money” flow, revenue shares, 
license fees

• conditions of fulfilment of the contract

• templates prepared in a library ready to 
be used



automating the contracting part 

FulfillmentOrder Smart contract Blockchain

deploying the smart contract to 

blockchain and making it a 

living instance in the ecosystem

the promise have been fulfilled and 

all the participants are receiving the 

agreed share of the revenue

the data or services are 

ordered using conventional 

e-commerce tools

translating the “relationship” 

into smart contract, leveraging 

CBN Template library 



counting transactions on a smart contract



Tracking the transactions,
Performing transaction,
Link to a system which is 
responsible for production




